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I. INTRODUCTION 
This article addresses the politics of time for workers in the United 
States, focusing on the legal profession. Section II explains current time 
norms in the legal profession, under which law firm attorneys are expected 
to work extremely long hours and have a near total devotion to work. The 
discussion includes how such time norms clash with the norm of "parental 
care"-the widespread and uncontroversial belief that children need, and 
deserve, time with their parents. That clash, this article argues, is bad for 
men (who are forced into breadwinner roles), worse for women (who are 
marginalized at work), and worst of all for children (who lose out when 
their parents are forced to make trade-offs between work and family). Sec-
tion III addresses how time norms are enforced at work through stigma and 
marginalization and the role implicit bias plays in this stigma. Section IV 
discusses generational conflicts over time norms in the legal profession 
based on the differing viewpoints of older and younger generations of law-
yers on work-family balance. Lastly, Section V sets forth the business case 
for changing those time norms in the legal profession, arguing that it makes 
economic sense for law firms to consider alternatives to "business as 
usual." This discussion covers business development and client services, 
attracting talented lawyers, reducing attrition at law firms, and recognizing 
work-family balance as a risk-management issue, including a discussion of 
the growth of family responsibilities discrimination lawsuits. While work-
family balance is often characterized as an individual problem of personal 
choice, this article argues that this is a mischaracterization: balancing work 
and family involves personal choices, but those choices occur within a con-
text of discrimination. Workplace time norms are designed around our soci-
ety's notion of an ideal worker that is in direct conflict with our society's 
notion of an ideal parent or caregiver. 
II. TIME NORMS, THE NORM OF "PARENTAL CARE," 
AND THE CLASH OF IDEALS 
A. Time Norms and the Ideal Worker 
What are time norms? In a well-known study of lawyers, sociologist 
Cynthia Fuchs Epstein wrote that "the legal profession measures ... excel-
lence and commitment not only by productivity and competence but by the 
number of hours logged," which she described as "the politics of time."1 
Within the context of law firms, she observed, time becomes a "proxy for 
dedication and excellence."2 
1. CYNTHIA FUCHS EpSTEIN, CARROLL SERON, BONNIE OGLENSKY & ROBERT SAUTE, THE 
PART-TIME PARADOX 4 (1999). 
2. [d. at 22. 
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This description continues to apply to the legal profession today, as 
law firm lawyers are required to bill an increasingly number of 
hours. A recent article in San Francisco Magazine. entitled Who Says Being 
a Lawyer Has to Suck?, reported that associates in San Francisco now bill 
on average 2,200 hours a year, which, according to the author's estimates, 
amounts to 8:00 a,m. to 8:00 p.m. every weekday plus seven hours on Sat-
urday twice per month with three total weeks off per year. Thi..; definition 
of "full time" in the legal profession today represents a huge increase from 
past norms. Indeed, as recently as the 1960s. billing 1.300 hours per year 
was considered "full time."-'-
The long hours that lawyers and other professionals work is pan or 
what has been called the '·time divide" in the United States, wherehy some 
Americans. including elite professionals such as lawyer:.., are overworked 
and expected to work excessive hours while others. typically low-wage 
workers. cannot get enough hours or earn enough money. Americans as a 
group work among the longest hours in the world, including longer hours 
than workers in even Japan,6 a culture that has a word for dearh from 
overwork.' 
The norm of long hours among American professionals is accompa-
nied by, what sociologist Mary Blair-Loy has called. the norm of "work 
devotion."x In a study of women in finance-a field similar to law in its 
expectations of professional workers-Blair-Loy described how high-level 
professionals are expected "to demonstrate commitment by making work 
the central focus of their lives,,9 and "manifest singular 'devotion to work.' 
... unencumbered with family responsibilities.'·'o 
Expectations of long work hours and total devotion to work are inte-
gral to how we define the "ideal worker" in the United States: as someone 
----~-~~~~~~~~---------------------- ~~~~~~ .................................... -
J. l\awsha Sarkiswll, Who S,I\'S Being a Lmt'ver Has 10 Slid:). S,F. M\( ... Jan. 2007. http:// 
www.sanfral1l1wg.com/archl vcs/view _story! 1517 /. 
4. A.B.A. COM1\('J ON WOME'J PROI· .. B.\L\NCED liVeS: CIL\MilN<i TIlE CI'I It'RI. III L[ 
(iAI. PRACT[CE 14 C!()OI) (citing W()ME~'S B. A"·N. MASS .. M()[([· TeL\, P·\RI·T[MI:: T[[1. EI'IH 
OF REDl·cr:D·H01·RS ARRA~GFME"TS ()~ rile RI"rINTlo,-,. RFCRI 'ITMF, r A"1l SIC( 'ISS (ll Vv, J~IL" 
ArIOR,L;S I" L~w FIRMS !O (2000)) (rci'crring to A.B.A .. L\"YER'S H"DROOJ.; 119(2))). 
S. Jt.RRY A. J-VCORS & K.\TIILELN GERSO'-'. T!lF TI'lF DI\[Il[,: \V(lJn ... "'.\,\111 r. ''-'D Cit:" 
IlER It,;!,,) [ ',\L1TY 8, 126-27. 16465 (2004) (disclissing a time di,ide comprised ot' wort-Hamil}. 
occlipationaL aspiration. parenting. and gender di, ideS). 
6. Id. at 126-27; see ((Iso Press Release, International lahour Organi/atioll. l\C\\ IlO Study 
Highlights Labour Trends Worldwide: US Productivity l·p. Europe Improve, Ahility 10 Create 
10hs (Sept. I. 20(3), (/I'oi/abie at http://w,,'\\ .llo.org/globaIlAhoul_lh('JlO/\1cdi~UllILLpuhlic_ 
infllrmution/Pres,.,releascs/lallg--en/WCMS_00529I Ihercinilfter IlO Study I. 
7. Sf(', e.g ... Karosi1i. Deo/h{rum 01'erH'ork in juplln. PBT ASl.\N HR NF.\\<;I FITI·" (Pill'ilk 
Bridge Tnc., Bethesda. MD) Sept. 20OJ. (Imitable (1/ http://\\w\\ .shrm.org/glohallpuhlicatJons/ 
PH T!O<)03h. hIm. 
11. Mary Blair-Loy & Amy S. Whanon, 1t1(}/hen ill Fill£lllce: SllITh'ill~ OI/{l Thril'illg. )<)6 
ANNALS AM. Ac~[). POL & Soc SCi. lSI. 151 (2004). 
Y. Id. at 153 (elLing M,\RY BLAIR-Loy. CO~lPl.'[IN(; DIYO!I""s: C\RlTI{ ,\"[) F\\1I1 Y 
AMOMJ EXECLlllv!' W()~ll.N (2003)). 
10. Iii. at IS3. 
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who begins employment in early adulthood and works, full time and full 
force, for forty years straight, taking no time off for childbearing, child 
rearing, or anything else. American workplaces are designed around this 
ideal worker norm, which is policed and enforced through language (like 
the term "go-getter") that fails to differentiate between commitment and 
ambition with unbounded availability for paid work. 11 
B. The Norm of Parental or Family Care 
These workplace ideals directly conflict with our ideals of family life. 
As a society, we believe that children need and deserve time with their 
parents; this is what I have called the norm of "parental care.'>12 A common 
expression of this norm is when people say they do not want to send their 
children to day care because they do not want their children to be "raised by 
strangers." The norm of parental care reflects the idea that, among middle-
class families, parents' participation is essential to helping their children 
develop the skills and values they need to succeed. 13 
Our traditions of nurturance include not only child care, but also elder 
care; informal networks deliver eighty-five percent of elder care in the 
United States. 14 A survey by the American Association of Retired Persons 
(AARP) found that between one-fifth and one-half of families care for an 
elder relative: forty-two percent of Asian families, thirty-four percent of 
Latino families, twenty-eight percent of African-American families, and 
nineteen percent of white families. 15 One in four employed adults has elder 
care responsibilities. 16 Nearly sixty percent of those caring for an adult over 
age fifty are working, the majority of whom are working full time. 17 One 
study revealed a growing concern by workers over elder care: a major 
health plan's employee assistance program (EAP) reported an increase in 
calls related to elder care issues, as well as an increase in the proportion of 
callers to the EAP who were men, from one-third in prior years to forty 
11. See JOAN C. WILLIAMS, UNBENDING GENDER: WHY FAMILY AND WORK CONFLICT AND 
WHAT TO Do ABOUT IT 4-6 (2000). 
12. Id. at 51-53. 
13. Id. at 51. 
14. Judy Mann, Blessed, and Undervalued, Are the Caregivers, WASH. POST, May 11,2001, 
at C9. 
15. SHEEL PANDYA, AARP PuB. POL'y INST., LONG-TERM CARE TRENDS: RACIAL AND ETH-
NIC DIFFERENCES AMONG OLDER ADULTS IN LONG-TERM CARE SERVICE USE (2005), http://www. 
aarp.org/research/longtermcare/trends/fs 119 _ltc.html. 
16. JODY LEVIN-EpSTEIN, CTR. FOR L. & Soc. POL'Y, GETTING PUNCHED: THE JOB AND FAM-
ILY CLOCK 3 (2006), available at http://www.c1asp.org/publications/getting_punched_fullnotes. 
pdf. 
17. METLIFE MATURE MARKET INST. & NAT. ALLIANCE FOR CAREGIVING. THE METLIFE 
CAREGIVING COST STUDY: PRODUCTIVITY LOSSES TO U.S. BUSINESS 5 (2006). available at http:// 
www.rnetlife.comJ Applications/CorporateIWPS/CD AlPageGenerator/O,4132,P8894.00.htrnl. 
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percent in 2006. IX The norm of parental care for children is accompanied by 
a norm of family care for elders and ill relatives. For example, most people 
would be shocked to hear that somebody had left a sick or dying partner or 
parent alone. 
C. JNork-Famil.v COJ{tlict as a Clash of Social Ideals 
Many Americans feel caught between two conflicting ideals: the norm 
of the ideal worker who is totally available for. and devoted to, work, and 
the norm of family care that mandates that adults be available to their chil-
dren and to elderly or ill parents or relatives. When we talk about work-
family contlicL what we are really talking about is not a matter of individ-
ual choice or an issue of ordering an individual's priorities. but a clash of 
these two cherished social ideals. An all-or-nothing workplace disadvan-
tages most women (eighty-one percent of who have children by their mid-
forties l ,!) and an increasing number of men who want to participate in child 
rearing, by forcing them to "choose" between being either a bad worker or a 
bad parent. This clash, which affects virtually all Americans at some point 
in their working lives. is bad for men, worse for women, and worst of all for 
children. 
While this article focuses primarily on time norms and the clash of 
work and family ideals in law firms, it is important to note that such 
problems affect families of all economic classes and work environments. A 
growing body of literature documents the somewhat different, but equally 
acute, work-family conflicts among middle-class, working-class. and low-
wage farnilies. 20 Demographic data supports this assertion. One study, for 
example. found that nearly two-thirds (sixty-two percent) of workers who 
I g. BUI'Crmss BI.lIESIIILI.D Mlr-.:r-.:., E~\punLL Hup LI'o;E C..';LLS hiCREASING: WORK, F\~l, 
II.Y ANI) PLRSO"At. STRbSl,S TRIGGER hiCRI:ASL Ir-.: ('.';Lt.S: \VI[H Sur'PORT. PRlJD1'C[I\lTY h1' 
PROVES 8.5 PJoHCl'''T 1,2 (2007 t. {/mitoMe ii1 http://www.blllecrossllln.col1lmc/wcs/groups/ 
bchsmnl (iI' mbc_hlllecrossmn/documenls/pllhi ic/l1lbc I_eap_rpt. pdr. 
ItJ. J,,'o;[, LAWLER DYE. U.S, CL'JS1S BCREAI·. FU<TII.rn of AMI,RIC\"i WOME"i: .It':-;I' 2()04. 
POPlILXllO"i CH,\R;\CTERISTICS. P20-555 at :2 toLl (2005). al'ili/a/J/e at http://www.cCIlSllS.go\1 
prod!2005pubs/p20-555.pdl" (sl,lting thal 19 .. ~ percent of women aged forty to forty·follr had IlO 
children). 
20. See, e.g .. LISA DODSON. II \1 .. R\[)CLlITL PI'Ii. POI 'r C m. & 9 TO 5. NAT·I. A,s'''i 
\VORKI"iG \VO\lE'o;. KI:I,I'I'JG JOIiS ,\,,[) RAlSll\(, FA~IILlES IN Low· (r...co\u: AMI':!{IC,\: IT JIS'I 
DOESK'T WORK (2002) (analyzing acute work-family connicts among low-wage families); JOl)Y 
HEYM\'o;?"-:, Tm WIDENI'G G.w 113-37 (2000) (documenting acute work-family connlets among 
low-wage families): J(MN C. 'WILLIAMS, Cm. lOR WORKLUI' L.. li.C. HASTIN(;S. ONE SICK 
CHILD AWAY FROM BEING FIRED: WHE.' "OPTlNG·Ot'j"' IS NUl ;\N OPTION 4. 13 (WOo) (dOCll~ 
lllcnting patterns or work-family conflict among lInionizL'd families): ,\1'(' ,,/.1(1 Lisa Dodson. Wuge~ 
Poor MOIhers alld lv/ora/ £("0110111.\', 14 Soc. POL.: INT'L Sn'[). GENLJER, SI. & Soc·Y. 258 (di,· 
cussing low-wage mothers' defiance against modern economic ideology of work as morally legili 
male): JANET C. GORNICK & MARCIA K. ME)LRS. F,\VlILlES Til \T WOKK: POUCILS I'OR 
RECOf'ClI.ING PAI{Ef'TIIOO[l & EMPL()Y;VILcNT 58-8.\ 12(03) (doculllenting the L'x.islcncc of lllllch 
highL'r levels of work-family contlict. stemming from much lower IcvL'ls of work-family public 
policy supports, than in most other illdllslriali~ed counlrics). 
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earn more than $71,000 annually have access to flexible work schedules, as 
compared to fewer than one-third (thirty-one percent) of workers who earn 
less than $28,000.1 1 Surprisingly, claims persist that the work-family con-
flict is a problem only for elites despite the growing body of literature, 
demographic data, and number of examples that show how work-family 
conflict affects people of every class. 
That, however, is the subject of a different article. This article focuses 
on the "lucky" ones~the elite professional or managerial class who gener-
ally have more flexibility and control over their schedules and earn more to 
help pay for child care than middle- or lower-wage workers-and how even 
among this group, work-family conflict is painful and acute. 22 Among 
elites, the work-family conflict is primarily a problem of excessive hours 
and an expectation that work always comes first. Typically, a part-time 
schedule in a law firm is the traditional fUll-time schedule of other work-
ers~a forty-hour workweek-as opposed to the new full-time schedule of 
law firm lawyers-a sixty- or eighty-hour workweek. Indeed, only three 
percent of dual-career couples in which one or both partners work long 
hours (more than forty-five hours per week) express contentment about 
their high level of time committed to work.23 That leaves ninety-seven per-
cent who are unhappy with their work hours. 
1. The Impact on Men 
As mentioned above, Americans work among the longest hours in the 
world, and professionals work the longest hours among Americans.14 Most 
of those working long hours are men. One out of three fathers works forty-
nine or more hours per week; among fathers in elite professional jobs, this 
number rises to about half.25 American men, particularly elite professional 
men, often are confined to what one author called "a life at hard labor."26 
Given this context, an often overlooked yet important point is that the ideal-
worker norm and its accompanying norm of work devotion are bad for even 
those men who can and do function as ideal workers. These norms impact 
men's health and family relationships such that younger generations of men 
are beginning to challenge them. 
21. AFL-CIO. Work and Family, Family-Friendly Work Schedules. hllp:llwww.aflcio.org/ 
issues/workfamily/workschedules.cfm (last visited Sept. 23, 2007). 
22. See generally PAMELA STONE, OPTING OUT? WHY WOMEN REALLY QUIT CAREERS AND 
HEAD HOME (2007); JOAN C. WILLIAMS, JESSICA MANVELL & STEPHANIE BORNSTEIN, CTR. FOR 
WORKLIFE L., U.c. HASTL'IGS. "OPT alIT" OR PUSHED OUT? How THE PRESS COVERS WORK! 
FAMILY CONFLICT (2006), available at hllp:llwww.uchastings.edu/site_filesIWLLlOptOulPushed 
Out.pdf. 
23. Marin Clarkberg & Phyllis Moen, Understanding the Time-Squeeze: Married Couples' 
Preferred and Actual Work-Hour Strategies 44 AMER. BEHAVIORAL SCIENTIST 1115, 1127 (2001). 
24. JACOBS & GERSON, supra note 5, at 126-27; see also ILO Study, supra note 6. 
25. WILLIAMS, supra note 11, at 4, 51. 
26. JULIET B. SCHOR, THE OVERWORKED AMERICAN: THE UNEXPECTED DECLINE OF LEISI;RE 
43 (1992). 
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Recent studies of lawyers dramatize the high costs of the norms of 
long hours and work devotion in the legal profession. One study found that 
many lawyers work such long hours that sleep deprivation has become a 
major issue.27 Lawyers also have been found to have higher levels of di-
vorce, depression, drug abuse, and suicide than the general population. 2x 
Not surprisingly, as men comprise eighty-three percent of law firm partners 
and fifty-six percent of law firm associates,29 the bulk of these "hard-driv-
ing" lawyers are men. In a famous study, one woman, speaking of her hus-
band's death, told sociologist Arlie Hoschchild, "I didn't invite anyone 
from his work to his funeral. It was the company who killed him."'o 
A common sentiment among elite professional men is the sense that 
they missed the opportunity to see their children grow LIp. For some men, 
this sentiment can come out in midlife crises: after realizing that they were 
too distant from their families, they try to get fatherhood right the second 
time around-with a younger second wife-as ''start over" or "do-over" 
dads.'1 A recent study of work-life balance among attorneys found that one 
out of four vacation days were interrupted, and law firm lawyers took the 
fewest number of uninterrupted vacation days. ,2 The study included the 
story of a male associate at a small New York law firm whose wife asked 
their child, "Don't you miss daddy'?" when he could not join them on vaca-
tion. "No," his daughter responded, "I never see him anyway."" 
Research has shown that the new generation of male attorneys is be-
ginning to challenge the ideal worker norm. It will not be easy. Sociologist 
Cynthia Fuchs Epstein described that men who violate time norms encoun-
ter a "double stigma" because masculinity and career success are inter-
twined:l-I For men. career success is associated not only with observing 
time norms but also with manliness, and working long hours is viewed as a 
"heroic activity.",5 To quote one early study from the 1970s: Men measure 
"masculinity by the size of a paycheck.")!; Thus, when men violate time 
27. SI"AN SA,\R FORTNEY, N,\]"!. Ass',! L. PI \CLMFNT FOLTN[),. IN PI,RSI:l'l' OF ATroR'!I,Y 
WORK-LII'!. BAI,ANU,: BlcST PRACTICES IN MANA(iLMI,'J'l' 26~27 (2005). 
28, Sec Patrick j, SchlitL. 011 Beillg II flopp\', flC({/lh,', ({lid Erhim/ MClI1ber O/UII Un/lilfJfJ'" 
Ullh(!{{/liI\', ({nd Ullelhicu/ Profi's,lion. 52 VA!'.!), L. REV, 871 (1999), 
29, SCI' Pres, Release. Nat'l A",'n L. Placement Found" Women and Attorneys or Color at 
Law Finm Continue to Make Sl1lali (Iains at Large Law Firms (No\, 17, 20(5). ({mi/IIMe III 
http://w\\lV.nalp.org/conten t!index, php"pid=387, 
30, ARI ll' RI'SS!'ll HOSCIICIIILD, TilL TIMI', BIND: WHFN WORK BLCnVll:S HOME & HO~II' 
BECOMES W()RK 6R ( 1997), 
31, SCt', e.g .. Thomas Vinciguerra. Ill' 's NOI MI' GJ'(///{/plI, HI' 's My nod. ;\I,Y, TIV1ES. Apr. 
12, 2007, at G I: Carlene HempeL Do-OI'er /J"ds, 80S roN GIORF, Nov, 6, 2005, at 2R, 
32, FOR INLY, .II/pm note 27, at 21. 
33. Id. at I R, 
34. [PS I LIN, SEIWN, O(;LENSKY & S.\I'TE . .II/pI''' note I, at 35, 
35. !d. at 22. 
36. Rohert E. Gould. Meusl/ring MlisCl/lil/it" iJ\' Ilze Si:e orll Pi/yciled, in MI'.N AM) MASCI: 
LI!'.II'y 96 (Joseph Pleck & Jack Sawy"r cds .. IlJ74). 
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norms they face gendered criticism, such as being viewed as "wusses" or 
"sissies" for not putting in extreme hours at work. 
2. The Impact on Women 
The clash of work and family ideals has even worse effects on women, 
who are marginalized at work and forced out of the paid workforce yet 
depicted in the media as being pulled horne. American newspapers gener-
ally cover work-family conflict as the story of professional women "opting 
out" of high-powered careers in response to newly discovered personal pri-
orities that lead them to embrace traditional homemaker roles?7 This is an-
other perennial story that is untrue. In fact, highly-educated women are 
more likely to be in the labor force and work more hours than women with 
less education. Women in families that earn between $10,000 and $40,000 
per year are the most likely to stay at home.38 
Equally misleading is the picture of women cheerfully "opting out" to 
embrace traditional roles. In fact, one recent study found that only sixteen 
percent of highly-qualified women left the paid workforce because they felt 
the pull of horne life.39 In sharp contrast, roughly eighty-six percent cited 
workplace conditions, including workplace inflexibility and hostility toward 
mothers, as a key reason for leaving the workforce.4o As one highly quali-
fied woman who spent many years and many hundreds of thousands of 
dollars on education and training to enter her profession explained: 
I decided to quit, and this was a really, really big deal ... 
[b]ecause I never envisioned myself not working. I just felt like I 
would become a nobody if I quit. Well, I was sort of a nobody 
working too. So it was sort of, "Which nobody do I want to 
be?"41 
These sentiments reflect the rigorous marginalization of part -time 
workers in professional jobs, in which working the traditional forty-hour 
workweek too often leads to blocked advancement, a lack of career-enhanc-
37. See generally WILLIAMS, MANVELL & BORNSTEIN, supra note 22, at IS (documenting 
and debunking the "opt-out" story line, and proposing alternatives). 
38. [d. at 22-23 (women most likely to be stay-at-home mothers). One confusing pattern is 
that the very wealthiest women (those in the top five percent of income) are, in fact, much less 
likely to be in the labor force than most other women, but over fifty percent of even these women 
are employed. /d. at 25. 
39. Pamela Stone & Meg Lovejoy, Fast-Track Women and the "Choice" to Stay Home, 596 
ANNALS AM. ACAD. POL. & Soc. SCI. 62, 66 (2004); see STONE, supra note 22, at 38. 
40. Id. at 68. The numbers (sixteen percent versus eighty-six percent) total more than one 
hundred percent because respondents were allowed to list more than one factor that influenced 
their decisions. Id. at 66. For a discussion of work-family conflict in working-class families, see 
WILLIAMS, supra note 20, at 7-18. See also DODSON, supra note 20. 
41. STONE, supra note 22, at 92. 
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assignments and greater vulnerability to layoffs.~2 Social psychologist 
Monica Biernat has documented that a key difference between the "good 
mother" and the "good father" is that the good mother is more likely to be 
seen as someone who is always available to her children: a mother will be 
viewed as only "all right" for spending about the same amount of time away 
from her children as a father who is viewed as "'very good.''4-' Placing wo-
men in the position of being unable to live up to their perceived obligations 
as responsible workers and conscientious mothers is not only uneconomical 
for employers (as detailed in Section IV). but it is unjust to women: it cre-
ates a sense of painful inadequacy. as shown so poignantly by the quote 
above. 
Another way in which the cheerful opt-out story line is misleading is 
that, contrary to the evidence, mothers who "take a few years off' can reen-
ter the workforce without penalty. Alas, this is not true. For women, work-
ing part time carries a penalty in hourly wages of approximately ten 
percent.'1 The penalty is even more severe for those who take time out of 
the workforce entirely-twenty percent of lifetime earnings for one year 
out of the labor force and thirty percent for two to three years OUt.45 One 
study showed that roughly forty percent of highly-qualified women take a 
break from working at some point in their careers, ninety-three percent of 
whom hope to return; yet only forty percent of them return to mainstream 
full-time jobs.4 f> According to another study, seventy-five percent of women 
who return to work after a break do so to dramatically de-skilled jobs (that 
is, jobs that require less education and training) often at lower pay and with 
less room for advancement or leadership than the jobs they left. Pamela 
Stone found that most of the high-level professional women who took ca-
reer breaks wanted to return to work full time in teaching, because that is 
the only profession in which they felt they could have a job and still do 
right by their children.4~ The picture that emerges is one of highly-educated. 
highly-trained women driven out of traditionally masculine professions. 
42. PR()(<I"'\~1 H)R WORKLII+. L .. .'1.\1. C .. BFOTTER or-, R"I.ANCf:·) THE CORPORATE CO{fNSEI 
WORK/LIrE REPORT 35-:\6 (20m). amilable at hllp:l/www.pardc.org/PuhlicationslBetterOnBal-
anee.pdf. 
43. Diane Kohrynowicz & Monica Biernat. Unodillg Suhjeclil'u Em/uar/oIlS: How SI('I'('O-
rIpe\' Pr01'idl? Shijiin" Srandardl. :'3 1. EXPERIME"T.\L Soc. PSYCHOL. 579. 586-87 (19<)7). 
44. Jane WalJfogel. The E.trecrs ()fChiIJr('Jl Oil Women's Wages. 62 AM. Soc. REV. 209. 215 
( 1997l. 
45. STEPHEt-; 1. ROSE & HEIDI L HARTMA"". INST. cOR WOMF"'s POL'Y, RES .. STILL A 
MA"'s LABOR MARKET: THE LONG-TERM EARNINGS G,\P 10 (2004). ami/ubi" (II hnp:/lwww. 
iwpLorg/pdf/C355.pdf. 
46. Sylvia A. Hewlett & Carolyn B. Luee. Off Romps and On-Ramps: Kt'epillg T(//ellfed 
WOfl1f'1I 011 Ihe Road 10 Success. H.'\Rv. BI'';. Rn .• Mar. 200S. at 43. 45---46. For a more extended 
discussion of what makes women leave the workforce. se~ generally \VILLlAMS, MANVELL & 
BORNSl EIN. Slipi'll note 22. 
47. C\TALYSI INC., '\lOMEI'll' LAW: M·\KING TilE C",SE 29 12(01). 
48. Sn)"l" SUfiI'll note 22. at 200. 
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Women are pushed out of professional jobs not only by the time norms 
that affect their own jobs, but also by the impact of the same time norms on 
their husbands' jobs. For example, most of the highly-qualified women 
Pamela Stone interviewed cited not only their own workplace conditions 
but their husbands' workplace conditions, too, as instrumental in pushing 
them out of the workforce.49 Indeed, two-thirds of the women surveyed 
cited their husbands' workplace conditions and schedules as a key reason 
they left the paid workforce. 50 For women married to law firm attorneys, 
this is not surprising. If one parent works 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. and every 
other weekend, the other parent has to pick up the slack and take care of the 
kids. When one parent has to leave work, it is almost always the mother 
who does so. Once a mother leaves the workforce, her husband's hours tend 
to rise, fueling neo-traditional roles that neither parent wants-with the 
mother often working less and the father working more than either would 
like.51 
For all of these reasons, the price of motherhood in the United States is 
dramatically high.52 While the United States is one of the best places in the 
world for a woman who wants the life pattern of a traditional man, it is one 
of the worst places in the industrialized world for a woman who wants the 
life pattern of a traditional mother.53 In the United States, eighty percent of 
those in poverty are women and children, 54 in large part due to the severe 
economic penalty for any life pattern other than that of an ideal worker. One 
telling statistic is that, on average, Americans who work forty-four hours 
per week earn more than twice as much as those who work thirty-four hours 
per week. 55 While press coverage of women leaving the paid workforce 
gives young women the impression that it is easy to take time off and to 
return to work whenever they are ready, the reality is far different. It may be 
easy for some women to leave the paid workforce, but it is not at all easy to 
return.56 Despite the happy face most women who "opt out" put on when 
interviewed in the press, coping with the marginalization that accompanies 
leaving the paid workforce leads to very high levels of depression among 
stay-at-home mothers.57 
49. Id. at 75. 
50. Id. at 76. 
51. See WILLIAMS, MANVELL & BORNSTEIN, supra note 22, at 29-36. 
52. See generally ANN CRITTENDEN, THE PRICE OF MOTHERHOOD: WHY THE MOST IMPOR-
TANT JOB IN THE WORLD IS STILL THE LEAST VALUED (2001). 
53. See generally GORNICK & MEYERS, supra note 20 (documenting that the United States 
offers no paid maternity leave, no mandatory paid sick or vacation days, no universal health care, 
no nationally subsidized child care, no economic parity for part-time workers, and no explicit 
protections against discrimination based on family caregiving). 
54. WILLIAMS, supra note 11, at 115 (citing Peter A. Morrison, Congress and the Year 2000: 
Peering into the Demographics Future, Bus. HORIZONS, Nov. 1, 1993, at 55). 
55. Warren Farrell, Op-Ed., Exploiting the Gender Gap, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 5, 2005, at A2L 
56. See WILLIAMS, MANVELL & BORNSTEIN, supra note 22, at 15-16. 
57. Id. at 31. 
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3. The Impact on Children 
The clash of work and family ideals has perhaps the worst conse-
quenccs for children. who feel the economic effects of their mothers' 
marginalization at work (especially if their parents divorce) and the emo-
tional effects of lack of time with their fathers and increased family stress. 
A society that pushes its mothers to the margins of economic life impover-
ishes its children. Today. most American mothers who are marginalized in 
(or pushed out of) the paid workforce are one divorce away from poverty, 
given our lack of the safety net that exists in mo~t European countries for 
working families. Many European cOllntries offer subsidized child care, 
paid maternity leaves, mandated vacation time, child allowances, health in-
surance not tied to employment, and public policies designed to raise the 
supply and quality of flexible work. 5x In the United States. however, our 
ideological obsession with independence erases the inevitability of interde-
pendence, creating a lack of political will to provide the kind of social sup-
ports that protect children from poverty elsewhere in the industrialized 
world.5 '! This clash of social ideals results in the United States having one 
of the highest levels of childhood poverty in the industrialized world. hO a 
shocking statistic for a country that is among the richest in the world and 
that (in theory at least) prides itself on its commitment to family values. 
Children are hurt when mothers make trade-offs on the work side: they 
are hurt, too, when fathers make trade-oIls on the family side. In a study by 
the Families and Work Institute, children reported that they did not mind 
when their mothers were employed but wanted more time with their fa-
thers.61 Indeed. fathers show a disturbingly low level of knowledge of their 
children's lives according to sociologist Ann Crouter's study of intact fami-
lies with two married parents.(,2 
Children also pay for the clash of social ideals in an increased level of 
fandy stress. Again, while the children in the Families and Work Institute 
58, See GORNICK & 'vIEVER". slipra note 20 (lext accompanying note): see ,,1.10 ARIANI' 
HE(;EWISII, CTR. FOR \VORKLIFE L .. u.e. HASTlN(;S, E\II'1.0YU{S AND EUR()Pb\N h.l:XlllU, 
WORKING RIGHTS: WHEN! III FL()()DG'\TES WI'RE OPENFD (2005): Joan C. Wilhams & H<llly 
Cohen Cooper, Tiff Puhiic Polic." of Motherhood. 60 J, Soc. iSSliES R49, R49-62 r2()04), 
59, Martha Fineman. Cracking the FOllndationallVht/lI: /lId£'I>(,lId('llI'(,. AlItOIlOIlI.", (/lui SI'I( 
SuffieieIlCl', RAM, U. J. GENDER Soc. POI:Y & L. 13, 16-22 (2000). 
60. See Joan C. Williams, Our /-:COIIOIl1." of Mothers li/ul Others: WOlllell <llId Econolilics 
R('l'isited, 5 J. GENmm. RACE & J"I. 411 (2002), 
61, ELLEN GALINSKY, ASK TliE CflILDREN 67 (1999): eJ SULanne Bianchi, l\4(/temul Fmplol' 
men! IIlId Tillie with Childrell: Drunwtic Cil1lll!(t: or SlIrpri.ling CO/ltlnuit\,. 37 DE\<1OGRM'IIY 40 I, 
406 (2000). Not surpri;,ingly. children wilh working 1ll0lm spend eighty-six pcrcent as much limc 
with their mothers as do children with non-wmking morns, and working moms spend eighty-two 
percent as much time on childcare activities as do non-working morns, Id 
62, Ann C. Crouter & 'v1elissa R, Head. Parental Atolliforing (Illd Knowledge of Childrell. ill 
HANDllOOK OF PAI<ENTI:\(; (Marc H, B,)rnstein ed., 20(2): l\hlllhew F. Bumpm, & Ann C. Crouler 
Work Demands or /)//a/-Eamer Couples: implications of' Parents' KIIOlt'!edge Ahollt Childre/l's 
Daily til'!,,\ ill iHiddle Childhood. 61 J. M.\I<Rl/\( ,I & FAM, 465 (I ')99). 
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study did not object to their mothers working, they objected to the amount 
of stress their parents were under.63 This is not surprising, given that dual-
earner couples in America work sharply longer hours than their counter-
parts in many European countries, inevitably leading to stress.64 
Finally, the clash of social ideals hurts children's economic futures. In 
a traditional family in which the father is the provider and the mother is the 
caregiver, when parents divorce-which, despite a recently reported dip, 
about forty to forty-five percent of American couples still d065-both 
mother and children suffer dramatically negative economic effects. 
Mothers' standards of living fall sharply when they divorce, with forty per-
cent of divorced mothers ending up in poverty66 in part because they typi-
cally retain custody but receive child support that covers only a quarter of 
the costs of raising a middle-class child. Consequently, children of divorced 
families are less likely to reach either the educational status or the class 
status of their fathers.67 One of the true tragedies of the current clash be-
tween work and family ideals is that mothers who leave the workforce to 
"do right by" their children may end up impoverishing them. 
III. How TIME NORMS ARE ENFORCED 
If time norms among elite professionals have grown to an unbearable 
level, why do workers put up with them? Time norms of excessive hours 
and work devotion have become such a part of law firm life that those who 
do not follow them may suffer stigma and marginalization at work, which 
translates into such things as a lack of plum assignments and less chance for 
advancement at the firm. Much of this stigma is due to implicit bias, which 
can be particularly strong against mothers. 
A. Stigma, Marginalization, and "Jokes" 
Time norms are enforced, first, by the stigma and marginalization that 
affect workers who fail to conform to the 24-7 ideal worker norm. Cynthia 
Fuchs Epstein documented the policing of time norms through stigma in her 
study of part-time lawyers.68 Epstein concluded that lawyers who work part 
time "are challenging ... [a] key part of the profession's traditional culture. 
They have become 'time deviants' who are flouting the time norms of 
professional life."69 Because eighty-one percent of women become 
63. GALINSKY, supra note 61, at 238-39. 
64. GORNICK & MEYERS, supra note 20, at 60. 
65. David Crary, U.S. Divorce Rate Lowest Since 1970, ASSOCIATED PRESS, May 10,2007, 
http://www.breitbart.com/article.php?id:=D8P lMG60 J &show _article=l. 
66. WILLIAMS, supra note 11, at 115 (citing DEMIE KURZ, FOR RICHER OR FOR POORER 3 
(1995»; loan C. Williams, Is Coverture Dead? Beyond a New Legal Theory of Alimony, 82 GEO. 
L.l. 2227, 2227-28 n.1 (1994). 
67. Williams, supra note 66, at 2258. 
68. EpSTEIN, SERON, OGLENSKY & SAUTE, supra note I, at 4. 
69. Id. (citation omitted). 
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mothers70 and forty-seven percent of law finn partners who are mothers 
have worked part time,71 time norms have a profound effect 011 the position 
of women in the legal profession, Given this context. it is not surprising 
that. nationwide, only ~eventeen percent of law firm partners are wo-
men n-despite the fact that women have comprised nearly half of graduat-
ing law school classes for the past fifteen year>" 
Stigma, as noted sociologist Erving Goffl1lan explained, has to do with 
"relationships. not attributes. In a survey of Boston-area lawyers by the 
\Vomen's Bar Association of Massachusetts, seventy-four percent of part-
time lawyers surveyed said they thought their chances for paI1nership had 
been or would be negatively affected by their reduced hours. 7~ The Project 
for Attorney Retention (PAR), which I co-direct, has worked since its in-
ception seven years ago to create quality, usable, non-stigmatized part-time 
programs. In doing so. PAR has found many other examples of how stigma 
atTects employees who wish to reduce their hours. including forced changes 
in practice groups. moves to interior offices, and a~signrnents that are con-
sistently dead-end. One senior attorney who was working part time was 
overlooked and not invited to her practice group's retreat. although male 
attorneys who were much junior to her were invited. As the latter example 
clearly demonstrates. stigma may constitute evidence of disparate treatment 
based on ,~ex. 
Another way that stigma plays out in the workplace and helps to en-
force time norms is through comments and "jokes" made by colleagues. For 
example, olle part-time lawyer in Cynthia Fuchs Epstein's stud} explained 
that "she knew exactly why colleagues forget which days she works," stat-
ing. "It's just a little whack, getting the dig in. Another said her col-
leagues continued to ask hcr which days shc worked long after she had 
returned to \vorking full timel~ -an experience often relayed to PAR anec-
70. Dn .. .III/'F(! noll: 19 (,wting that 19.3 pl:rcc:nt llf WOIlll:n aged I(>r!y I(l lunl-follr h~lcI nu 
children). 
71 I'vlary l. :\oonan & Mary E. Corcoran. lite MOIIliI/\· {WI -/ .. IIlId PUl'lIIl'n/lIfi: TelJl/'(lIWT 
/)1'/(/\' 01' /)"ud Elld.'. :;96 A'l'l\l.s A~1. AC.o.D. POI .. & Soc Sf'!. UO. 137 (20()·h 
72. 1illlmhy L O'Brien. Up If/(' Dmm Sluirc£Ilc. N.Y 111IL .... '..lar. I') . .:'006 'i.\ tLate bli-
lIon), al I. 
N.\I·I. A,s'", W()~lr:-.. LII\)ERS. N.ITJ()'l.11 St [(VI Y ,," RIII~II()'- -I"[) PI{(J\l"II":-.l (ll 
WO:VIL" I" L" W FIR'!' 2 (20061. umi/uhfe (II hltp://v, WIV ,ah,lJ1eLorg/nCl\\ IIdocs/:"AWIFINAL 
PU BUC A TION 10-25-06SURVEYREPORTpdL 
74. Er" ... I:-.l(; GOFFM,\:-.l, STIG\L\: I\OII S ,,-..; [HI M 1""(iL\lISI ()j SPOilED Ir)['llll, ,11196.,). 
ARR,'';''I'\lF''CTS Of'.; THE R!TI'''TIO'', RECR11J1.\1ESI. A,-[) SI.CeI,'" 01 \VO~1E'l .. \nOR'lL" I" L"" 
FIR;"1s al ~ II( C)( I) (.:'OOOl. ill'iIifaNe til hltl'://womcnlm\ .slanford.edu/ma;;s.rpLhlml. 
76. J""N C. \VILUA \IS & CYYfHI , THOMAS CAL\TRT. PR( ,11,·11 1')[{ A rr' y RI II VII 0" , H.\l _ 
'1:-.l(TD HOI;\{S: Ell LCIIVl: PAKI-TI).1E POLICIES H)i{ Vlr~Slll""T()'l L\\\ FIR.\1S 15 (2d cd. 2001). 
(fl·({i/"h/c al http://www.pmcic.llrg/Puhlicaliol1s/HalanccdHoufs.siltml I. follow "Hal anced Hours 
2nd EdltH)fl" hyperllll]..). 
77. EpQTI';. SLHOf', O(;U"Sls Y & 5.\\ rto . . \l/f71'O note I, at 31. 
71\. WO.\H:"·S B. M.lss .. slIpru note 75, at ~ JI(B;( I). 
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dotally, too. Interestingly, Epstein quoted a third attorney who opined, "I 
think to some extent [the jokes stem from the fact that] they are really jeal-
OUS."79 Perhaps the jokes are made by men who feel like they have no 
choice but to work the brutal hours required by time norms because their 
wives are at home full or part time. 
Indeed, such cruelty may reflect that nobody is really happy about 
their work situation. According to a recent study, the average male law firm 
partner is more likely than the average female law firm partner to have 
children, yet he takes no paternity leave and never uses part-time or flexi-
ble-hours options. This is not surprising given that he brings in eighty per-
cent or more of the family income and is married to a spouse who is less 
committed to her career. 80 Another study found that men who left the prac-
tice of law were more likely to be satisfied with their work-life balance than 
men who stayed in it.sl The friction that often surrounds law firm time 
norms may reflect the stress felt by lawyers stretched to their limits by the 
incompatibility of a conventional family life with the current requirement of 
24-7 availability. 
B. The Role of Implicit Bias 
A large part of the stigmatizing and stereotyping experienced by wo-
men who deviate from time norms stems from implicit or unexamined 
bias-defined as "cognitions, feelings. and evaluations that are not necessa-
rily available to conscious awareness, conscious control, conscious inten-
tion, or self-reflection."82 A full discussion of implicit bias is beyond the 
scope of this article,83 but unexamined gender bias plays a significant part 
in the stigma part-time attorneys face. For example, when PAR conducted 
training on gender bias for a law firm in San Francisco, a number of young 
women attorneys in a room full of law partners openly expressed the belief 
that most of the gender bias at the firm occurred around the issue of part-
time work. 84 In another example, an attorney interviewed by PAR 
explained: 
[B]efore I went part time, when people called and found I was not 
at my desk, they assumed that I was elsewhere at a business meet-
79. EpSTEIN, SERON, OGLENSKY & SAUTE, supra note I, at 32. 
80. See MONA HARRINGTON & HELEN HSI, MIT WORKPLACE CTR., WOMEN LAWYERS Al'<D 
OBSTACLES TO LEADERSHIP: A REPORT OF MIT WORKPLACE CENTER SURVEYS ON COMPARATIVE 
CAREER DECISIONS AND ATTRITION RATES OF WOMEN AND MEl'< IN MASSACHUSETIS LAW FIRMS 
4-5, 16-17,26-31,32,34 (2007). available at http://www.massbar.orglmedial135612/1aw-report 
_4-07.pdf. 
81. Noonan & Corcoran, supra note 71, at 139. 
82. See ProjectImplicit.net, Welcome to Project Implicit-Information Website, http://pro-
jectimplicit.netlabollt.php (last visited Sept. 24, 2007). 
83. [d. 
84. Interview with attorneys, confidentiality promised, Project for Attorney Retention Train-
ing, in San Francisco, Cal. (Feb. 2006). 
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ing. But after I went part time, the tendency was to assume that I 
\vas not there because of my part-time schedule-even if I was 
out at a meeting. Also, before I went part time, people sort of 
gave me the benefit of the doubt. They assumed that I was giving 
them as fast a turn-around as was humanly possible. After I went 
part time, this stopped, and they assumed that I wasn't doing 
things fast enough because of my part-time schedule. As a result. 
before I went part time, I was getting top-of-the-scale perform-
ance reviews. Now I'm not. though as far as I can tell the quality 
of my work has not changed.K~ 
."\93 
One common pattern of stigma is attribution bias, in which stereotypes 
drive the interpretation of ambiguous information. In the case of the lawyer 
quoted above, once she made her motherhood salient by going part time, 
assumptions about her were triggered by her status as a mother rather than 
her status as a worker. Another common pattern is leniency bias, which is 
part of a larger series of patterns called "in-group favoritism:" whereas in-
groups (here, full-timers) are given the benefit of the doubt. out-groups 
(here, part-timers) are not.Re, 
Both of these patterns renect stereotypes triggered by motherhood. So-
cial scientists have documented that motherhood is one of the key triggers 
for gender stereotyping. in In fact, in a recent study in which participants 
considered similarly qualified job applicants who were different only in 
whether they had children, mothers were seventy-nine percent less likely to 
be recommended for hire than non-mothers, offered an average of $11,000 
less in pay, and held to higher performance and punctuality standards. X !; 
Law firms need to be mindful of the links between stigma and stere-
otyping, especially in light of the new Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission's (EEOC) guidance issued in May 2007 on caregiver discrimi-
CiS. Joan C. Williams & Nancy SL'gal, Beyond rile II1l11emal WI ill: RelieF /in- FUll/ill 
CoreRh·er.\· Who Are Discril1linoted Aguil/l{ 011 Ihe .Ioh. 26 HARV. W()"H''J's LJ. 77. 97 (2003) 
(ciling interview. conridenl!alily promised. in Washington, D.C. (Fall 20(2) (on file with 
authors)). 
86. See, 1');', Marilyn B. Brewer, The PsnI/O!ogy of Preiuilice.· I"group LOI'<, or Omgroul' 
Hute:, 55 J. Soc. !SSl,ES 429 (1999); Marilyn B. Brewer & Madelyn Silver. In-Group Rios 11.\ ({ 
Function '</' lilSk CJlIlractaisrin. 8 EUR. 1. Soc:. PSYCHOI.. 393 (19n). 
87. See genera!ly The Mar('l'nol WolI: Re.\{'orcit lilld Policy Pcrspectil'es 011 I)is('rilllilllltioll 
Against A1orhel'S. 60 J. Soc. IsSUb 667 (Faye J. Cro:,by. Joan C. Williams & :V1onlca Biernat. 
cds .. 20(4). 
CiCi. Shelley J. Correll, Stephen Benard & In Paik, GeflillR (I .lob: Is There a lv/other/wod 
Penalty? 112 AV1. J. Soc. 12')7. 1:120-23 (2007): e-mail from Shelley J. CCHTcll. Associate Pro-
fessor of Sociology, Cornell University, to Stephanie Bornstein, Faculty Fellow. Center I'm Work-
Life Law (Mar. 28, 2007. 19:12 PST) (on file wllh (llIlhOf). 
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nation.89 The EEOC states, first, that discrimination against caregivers often 
is illegal under current statutes.90 Second, it states that caregiver discrimina-
tion can be proved through evidence of stereotyping even when a plaintiff 
cannot identify a comparator (i.e., a similarly situated man).91 Third, it de-
clares that bias that is "unconscious[ ] or reflexive[ ]" is evidence of stere-
otyping.92 In this context, law firms need to worry about the unconscious 
ways in which part-time lawyers often are stigmatized because some may 
rise to the level of a change in the terms and conditions of employment,93 
and much of the stigma results from gender stereotyping triggered by moth-
erhood. The new guidance should make law firms look very closely at ways 
to avoid this situation.94 
Time norms are enforced by stigma, marginalization, and "jokes" in 
the workplace that may reflect implicit bias and stereotyping. Implicit bias 
and stereotyping hold increasing potential for employer liability for dis-
crimination. Legal employers need to become more mindful of this poten-
tial for liability95 and how to avoid it. 
IV. GENERATIONAL DIFFERENCES AND CONFLICT OVER TIME NORMS 
A. The Generation Gap at Law Firms 
While the time demands of the legal profession have spiraled out of 
control since the 1960s, younger generations of lawyers, including recent 
male law graduates, are beginning to draw a line in the sand. The result is a 
generation gap between the baby boomers who run law firms and the 
younger generations law firms now employ. This gap was documented in 
an article entitled Meet the Millennials-a term that refers to those who 
graduated from law school in 2000 or later.96 As one young male attorney 
explained, "'I want to get home and spend time with my child and be as 
involved in her upbringing as I can, and I think a lot of male attorneys I 
work with feel that way, too.' "97 To quote another millennial: 
89. Enforcement Guidance: Unlawful Disparate Treatment of Workers with Caregivillg Re-
sponsibilities, in 2 E.E.O.C. COMPLIANCE MANUAL § 615 (May 23, 2007), available at http:// 
www.eeoc.gov/policy/docs/caregiving.pdf. 
90. Id. at 7. 
91 Id. at 8-9. 
92. [d. at 7. 
93. 42 U.S.c. § 2000e-2(a) (2000). 
94. See, e.g., Joan C. Williams, Stephanie Bomstein, Diana Reddy & Betsy A. Williams, 
Law Firms as Defendants: Family Responsibilities Discrimination in Legal Workplaces, 34 PEpP. 
L. REV. 393, 399 (2007) (documenting family responsibilities discrimination lawsuits filed against 
law firms). 
95. See generally id. 
96. Melody Finnemore, Meet the Millennials: Young Attorneys Prompt Need for FimlS to 
Explore New Ways of Doing Business, OR. ST. B. BULL., Nov. 2005, http://www.osbar.org/publi-
cationslbulletin/05nov/millennials.html. 
97. [d. 
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"I know a lot of people 1 work with, including myself, who would 
rather be at home with their families than go out for drinks in the 
evening .... That's not to say I don't network or see the value of 
it. It's just that l'd rather do it during the day than in the 
evenings. "LJX 
395 
Law students from the top law schaab across the nation echo this la-
ment as billable hours and student loans continue to climb. Leading the 
charge to reverse the escalating billable hours requirement are two students 
at Stanford Law SchooL Craig Segall and Andrew Kanter. Seeking to re-
present law students from across the nation with their organization Law 
Students Building a Better Legal Profession, Segall and Kanter have asked 
law firms to implement policies for greater work-life balance, induding re-
duced billable h()ur~ required for the partnership track, reduced billable 
hours in exchange for reduced wages, and informing students about their 
firms' work expectations during the interview process,'l9 
Statistics show that Generation X and Generation Y men. who are 
slightly older than millennials but younger than baby boomers. also are less 
willing to put in the long hours that the boomers helped to establish as the 
new norm, One early study suggested that part of this generational attitudi-
nal shift can be attributed to many Generations X and Y men seeing their 
fathers sacrifice everything for their jobs. only to be laid off in middle 
age. 100 Another study showed that, in 1992, nearly seventy percent of col-
lege-educated men wanted jobs with increasing responsibility; thirteen 
years later. in 2005, this number had dropped to fifty-two pereenL lol 
This generational shift may also be due. in part, to a new image of 
fatherhood that has arisen in recent decades. For example. far more men 
today pu~h strollers and wear their babies in carriers than twenty years ago, 
The idea of the father as the breadwinner is still alive and welL but the idea 
of the father who is also a nurturer is on the rise. 102 This means that, like 
wornen. inereasing numbers of men are now eaught between the ideal 
worker norm and the norm of family care. Younger generations of married 
men are also more likely to be a part of two-career families where both 
91\. Id. 
99. Law Students Building a Beller L.::gal Profession. Principles for a Renewed Legal Profes-
sion, hltp:/lrefirmalion.wordpress.cof1l (las! Visited Feb. 22. 2007) (follow "Principle, for u Re-
newed Legal Prorc"ion" hyperlink): see (//.1'0 Leigh Jones. hlferesl ill SUllllller lohl (/1 Top Firms 
Cools /)ml'll: High Bil/ahlt' Hour,. /lNrilion T(/k~ Toll, 29 NXT'L L.J. I (May 14.20(7). 
100 . .JOAN C. Will lAMS & CY'CTlliA T. CAI.VERT. N,U'L ASS'N FOR L. PIAlTME:-.lT. SOLVIMi 
IJ'.IU·TI"lE Pli77,I.E: THE L~\\ FIRIV(s GUDS TO BALA'it'ED HOI'RS 13 (2004). 
101. F,\'yllllf,S & W(mK I"'ST., GENERAl ION & GENDJ.:R IN THE WORKPLACE 30 (2002). 
102. Sec. e.g .. Patricia Wen, Gm X Dads. BOSTON GLOBE M,'.u., Jan. 16.2005. at 20. ({mi/o· 
bit' al http://www.hoston.com/news!glohe/magalinc/articles/2005/0 1/16/genJ_dadl. 
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parties expect to share responsibility for child rearing. 103 If the men do not 
deliver on this promise, the result may be divorce. 104 
Whereas the job prospects of men who play the expected breadwinner 
role are enhanced by fatherhood, men who try to join the front lines of 
family care often encounter powerful stigma. Accordingly, men seldom cite 
work-family imbalance as a reason for leaving a law firm even when it 
was.105 Because young men have been so reluctant to speak up, law firms 
often miss the message that they are facing a generational shift. Said one 
law firm consultant: 
[Law firms] sort of expect the women and the people of color to 
disappoint them, but they were shocked to find out that the young 
men did not want to make partner either. In fact, the young men 
were less interested in becoming partners than the young women. 
The young men are saying "we don't want to be like them," and 
the partners don't get that. What the partners characterize as a 
gender problem is more accurately described as a generational 
problem. 106 
As a result, modem law firms are characterized by cross-generational 
conflicts over time norms. Older lawyers often see younger lawyers as 
"slackers" who "want the gravy and none of the grief."107 The generational 
difference can also translate into a sense of betrayal if, for example, a senior 
partner has mentored a younger attorney who the partner later realizes does 
not share the goals that have guided his or her own life. One younger attor-
ney likened working to become a partner to "a pie-eating contest where the 
prize is more pie."108 When younger generations challenge the time norms 
upon which law firms have long been based, it is painful for the older gen-
erations who have lived by the old rules and now ask themselves uncom-
fortable questions about their own lives. 
For women, generational conflicts are intertwined with the issue of 
having children. One study showed that female law firm partners are less 
likely than male law firm partners to be married or have children. 109 While 
older generations of women felt they could not "have it all," younger gener-
103. See Finnemore, supra note 96. 
104. CAROLYN PAPE COWAN & PHILLIP A. COWAN, WHK"I PARTNERS BECOME PARENTS: THE 
BIG LIFE CHANGE FOR COUPLES 91-113 (2d ed. 2000) (documenting that the birth of children 
leads to increased conflict in couples, some triggered by issues related to the division of labor at 
horne, and that couples who cannot resolve the challenges presented by the birth of children are at 
higher risk of divorce); see also Keith Cunningham, Father Time: Flexible Work Arrangements 
and the Law Firm's Failure of the Family, 53 STAN. L. REV. 967, 994 (2001). 
105. WILLIAMS & CALVERT, supra note 100, at 13. 
106. Interview with M.J. Tocci, Principal of Trial Run Inc., in Pittsburgh, PA. (May 2(07) 
(based on 250 interviews of partners and associates at one largc firm), 
107. EpSTEIN, SERON, OGLENSKY & SAUTE, supra note 1, at 60. 
108. Jill S. Chanen, Discontented in the Law,S AB.A. J. E-REPORT 3 (2006), available at 
http://www.abanct.org/journallereportlmI7study.html. 
109. Noonan & Corcoran, supra note 71, at 144. 
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ations of women are challenging this idea. Cynthia Fuchs Epstein's study 
found that '''[t]here is a lot of tension.'"1 10 One senior female attorney 
commented: "You can't have it all. I couldn't have it all. I made my choice. 
You have to make your choice." I I 1 
B. The Persistence o( Law Firm Time Norms 
If Generations X and Y and the millennials are rebelling against a pro-
fession increasingly out of sync, why do law firms continue to rai:-.e salaries 
and billable hours? Starting salaries in the San Francisco Bay Area. for 
example, just rose to $160,000 for lawyers just out of law school-the third 
increase in starting salaries since 2005. 112 Several possible explanations are 
to explain why law firms continue to raise salaries despite the fact 
that, according to some associates, younger law'yers are distressed rather 
than pleased when they hear of yet another new raise. 1 I 
First, law firms refuse to believe that new associates prefer time over 
money. Managing partners often tell PAR that, even though recent gradu-
ates say they want more work-life balance, in fact associates will go to the 
firm that offers them the highest salary. Associates tell PAR that they are 
not interested in promises of reduced hours because they do not believe the 
promises. The associates believe that, if they go to a firm that promises 
work-life balance, they will end up working the same hours but for less 
money. Many thus take the money for a few years and then run. As law 
firms increasingly recognize, if they can actually deliver on promises of 
work-life balance, they will gain a valuable competitive edge in the war for 
talent. 
Second, the upward spiral in associate salaries has nothing to do with 
associates at all. Some consultants believe that associates are caught in an 
ongoing process of market segmentation. Firms that consider themselves at 
the top of the prestige hierarchy may be raising salaries because they can 
afford to do so; if le~s prestigious or successful firm" cannot raise :-.alaries. 
the attitude of the top firms seems to be "let the chips fall where they may." 
Some informed commentators point out-confidentially that every time 
the "top" firms raise their salaries, many firms who '"cannot cut the mus-
tard" go out of business, which, they argue, is exactly what the top firms 
anticipated. 1 14 
IIO. Ei'STEIN. SERO'J, OGLE:--'SKY & S \t 1(,. Sl/pm flol..: I, at 00, 
III. fd. 
112. Eric: Young. Bay Area Ltnt' Firllls Hike Slarting P(/r /11 Sa/tlrY War. S.F Bl'S, TI'IFS. 
May 4. 2()07, ami/ali/e at http://sanfnmci;.co.bizjournals,com/'Clnfrancisco/;..(oric,J2()07/()41.101 
daily49.html. 
I U, Intcrvicw with attorneys. confidenlialily promised. in Washington. D.C. l!'vlar. 20(7). 
114. Interview wilh attorney. promised. in Washmgloll. D.C. {\lar. 20(7): ill 
tervicw with attorneys, confidentiality promi'cd. in San Franci,co. Cal. (:VIay 20(7). 
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Finally, the rise in salaries is being driven by a "mine is bigger than 
yours" syndrome-referring, of course, to salaries. Some might ask why, if 
a partner is earning a million dollars a year, it is so important to do 
whatever it takes to earn two million dollars a year. Commentators on mas-
culinity often note that masculinity (unlike femininity) must be earned over 
and over again. lIS Within this context, the measuring stick for some male 
lawyers is profits per partner. This interpretation helps explain persistent 
reports of tension between male and female partners in some law firms 
when "top dog" men declare they want sharp increases in profits per part-
ner, only to have some or all of the women reply they are quite happy with 
the salaries they have and have no interest in doing what it takes to increase 
profits per partner. To do so requires some combination of working associ-
ates and partners harder and shedding smaller clients for larger ones. I 16 
Note that these three explanations of law firm salaries are not mutually 
exclusive. They reinforce each other; only one, all, or none may fuel salary 
increases within a given firm. What remains striking is the wide gap be-
tween older and younger lawyers. The opinion of many younger lawyers, 
male as well as female, is summarized by the statement of a second-year 
student at the University of Pennsylvania who rejected the idea of working 
for a large law firm, saying, "You can't pay me enough to be unhappy."1l7 
V. THE BUSINESS CASE FOR WORK-LIFE BALANCE 
IN THE LEGAL PROFESSION 
The clash of social ideals in work life and family life combined with 
the unwillingness of younger generations of attorneys to accept current time 
norms of excessive hours and work devotion mean that something in the 
legal profession has got to give. Using the language of economics, there is a 
strong business case to be made for the legal profession moving toward 
policies that support better work-life balance. As detailed in this Section, 
the business case includes: maintaining or improving business development 
and client service; attracting talent; reducing attrition; dispelling the myth 
that firms lose money on part-time attorneys; and understanding work-life 
balance as a risk-management issue in light of the growing number of law-
suits alleging family responsibilities discrimination (FRD). 
A. Business Development and Client Service 
It is well understood that law firms exist to serve clients. Demanding 
clients often want, or expect, 24-7 availability. In reality, however, no one 
115. See, e.g., MICHAEL KIMMEL, MANHOOD IN AMERICA: A CULTURAL HISTORY 7 (1996); 
DEBORAH TA~~EN, You JUST DoN'T UNDERSTAND (1990). 
116. Interview with attorneys, confidentiality promised, in San Francisco, Cal. (May 2007); 
interview with attorneys, confidentiality promised, in San Francisco, Cal. (June 2007). 
117. Jones, supra note 99. 
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is available 24-7. not even a full-time worker logging many twelve-hour 
days. Some :morneys may be in depositions, in trial, or traveling. Ironically. 
when PAR surveyed in-house lawyers who work with law firms, some of 
them reported that law firm lawyers who worked part time were often more 
responsive to them than the those who worked full time. 1 I x Part-time attor-
neys may answer their cell phones on the playground. but they answer their 
phones because they arc not on a plane or in a deposition. It is true that law 
firm clients demand re~ponsiveness. but it docs not follow that allowing 
attorneys to reduce the number of hours they work jeopardizes responsive-
ness. Some law firms are beginning to allow job sharing or team approaches 
to staffing their clients' cases. which can Hot only maintain. but also in-
crease, responsiveness to clients. I 19 
In addition to responsiveness, clients need stability. As one in-house 
counsel told PAR, "Stability ii-> extremely important. Outside lawyers who 
have an institutional memory are incredibly valuable to US."lcO Another 
stated, 'The burden of educating ne\v attorneys is aggravating. and turning 
new assoeiates loose on a business client can be a recipe for disaster." I] I 
The one-size-fits-all model of legal practice based on an ideal worker has 
serious consequences when it comes to maintaining "tability for clienu,. The 
"churn and burn" mentality of working young associate'. so hard that many 
of them leave does not serve the best interests of clients. As one law firm 
partner told PAR, .. , [Cilients, being very bottom-line oriented, quickly 
grasped that they would rather have 8()lk of an attorney that they knew and 
trusted, than 100% of an attorney that knows neither them nor their 
deals. ' "112 
These beliefs are leading some clients to consider law firms' attrition 
rates and average billable hours when making decisions about which law 
firm to hire. " 'Firms losing associates is a big issue for us.' .. one in-house 
counsel told PAR. ,. 'and frankly it has caused LIS to move away from certain 
firms. ", I" Corporations are implementing diversity among their own lead-
ers, and they expect their lawyers to do so. too. For example, the signatories 
to "A Call to Action," including a number of very large clients, commit to 
not hire law firms that cannot retain women and other lawyers \\lho reflect 
the diversity of the clients' own employees, cLlstomers. and communities. I 
Anecdotally. law firms have been thought to lose clients over this ISSUC. 
1111, PROGRA:Vl H)R \VORKLlFr: L. A~1. U .. supra note ~2. at ~. 51, 
1 19, See Deborah Ep,tclll Henry. Stepping info YOllr Shoes: 1(.1' lillle/iil' Job Shmps ill Lml' 
Firms. D,VERS,TY & B, 16 (July/Aug, 20(7). ol'(liiohle at hltp:i!wWW.l!t'xlimclawyers,eom/pdf/ 
art7 ,pelt. 
12(), W'LJ,',IMS & CII VDU. Sit/Ii'({ nolc 76. at ~8, 
121. \V,LLIAS1S & C\L\'Un. IIII'm note 100. at 17, 
122. ld. at 1 I, 
12:1. Id. al 17. 
124. A Call 10 A..:tion: Diversll), in the Legal I'rol\:"I\1I1. Commitment Sldtenlenl. http://www, 
..:iocallioaclioll,COlll (foliow "Colllmitment Statement" hypcrlink) lIa,t vi,itcd SeD!. 24. 20(7), 
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Another piece of business development that law firms often forget is 
that today's associates are tomorrow's clients when they become in-house 
counsel for companies. Many young women associates have told PAR that 
a law firm treated them so badly when they worked there that, now that they 
are in-house counsel, they will never use that firm. 
B. Attracting Talent 
Another key component in the business case for better work-family 
balance is attracting the most talented law school graduates, and nearly half 
of all graduates are women. 125 In the United States, eighty-one percent of 
women become mothers during their working lives,126 and ninety-five per-
cent of mothers work less than fifty hours per week. 127 This means that any 
employer who defines "full time" as fifty or more hours a week will come 
close to excluding all mothers-and more than three-quarters of an wo-
menl28-from its labor pool. Given this demography and current law firm 
time norms, it is no wonder that only seventeen percent of law firm partners 
are women. 129 In a Catalyst study, forty-five percent of recent women law 
graduates listed work-family balance as their number one concem. 130 
Countless women have told PAR and the Center for WorkLife Law that the 
reason they stopped working full time is because they rarely saw their chil-
dren awake. As described above, we are now hearing similar sentiments 
from young male attorneys. 131 
New models for organizing law firms are not, and should not be 
viewed as, "accommodations." They are gender-neutral policies that are de-
signed to reduce attrition among all young associates based on the idea that 
total work devotion is neither desired nor healthy for anyone. The ideal 
worker norm around which traditional law firms are organized is not a mer-
itocracy; it is a masculine norm that systematically advantages people who 
can and are willing to live a traditionally masculine life, which means that it 
disadvantages most women and men who do not want their lives to be al-
most entirely work. People are being promoted not based on their talent but 
based on the schedule they can keep. In a professional services industry that 
125. NAT'L Ass'N WOMEN LAWYERS, supra note 73, at 1. 
126, DYE, supra note 19, at 2 (stating that 19,3% of women aged forty to forty-four had no 
children). 
127. Original calculations by Mary Still for the Center for WorkLife Law based on United 
States Census Bureau, Current Population Survey: 2006 March Supplement, using the DataFer-
reU, htttp:lldataferrett.census.gov (files generated Apr, 26, 2005) (on file with author). 
128. If eighty-one percent of women become mothers by their mid-forties (see supra note 19 
and accompanying text), and ninety-five percent of that eighty-one percent work less than fifty 
hours per week (id.), then nearly seventy-seven percent of women work less than fifty hours per 
week, 
129. O'Brien, supra note 72, at 1. 
130. CATALYST INC., supra note 47, at 19, 
13 L See supra Section VeAl. 
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sells talent, this is not only profoundly unfair but ultimately a self-defeating 
practice. 
C. Reducing Attritiol1 
A related concept that is really the heart of the business case for in-
creasing work-life balance at law firms is the astounding rate of attrition 
among law firm lawyers and the astronomical costs associated with it. Re-
search has shown that. given such high starting salaries, law firtns do not 
make a profit on associates until they reach their third or fourth year: but, 
within five years, more than two-thirds of associates leave their law firms, 
usually to seek better work-life balance. 1 32 It is estimated that to replace a 
single attorney costs a law finn between $200,000 and S500,OOO.I.11 PAR 
estimates that the average cost for a law firm to replace an attorney is likely 
around $350,000. [\4 Even a partner at a New York City law firm has begun 
to see the flaw in the traditional business model of law firms, stating, "'I've 
heen increasingly persuaded that we've been kidding ourselves to hire and 
train all these women and then lose them. As an economic proposition 
that's an absurdity.'" 135 
Why do legal employers have such high attrition levels? Lawyers have 
the highest job dissatisfaction of all major professional grollps.IClh The nor-
mal attrition rate at a large law finn is more than double the rate of other 
industries. 1'7 Why are attrition-related costs at law firms so high'! Law firm 
attrition costs inclucle both departure-related cost~ and replacement-hire 
costs for a highly-educated and skilled workforce. Departure-related costs 
include: lost productivity of the departing attorney; lost recruiting and train-
ing costs; lost skills, contacts, clients. and institutional knowledge; lost cli-
ent satisfaction; and negative effects on morale. Replacement-hire costs 
include: interviewing time: recruiting expenses (such as headhunter fees 
and referral bonuses); training cost:-.; and lost productivity due to a new 
attorney's inexperience with clients and the employer's culture. 
L12. C);"HL\ L. SPA;,IIl'L & P"IIlA A. P.\Tl()N. NAI·I. As.';" 1.. PLMI~11:r-;r hllr,l) .. To 
W\1l1J EFf'HIIVL ivl.\~\(il:ML'i1 OF As,oCI",-IL MOflIIITV: A STAIl'.S RI PORI ()~ AnRIIH)'.: 19. 
S3 (20(lS, 
I :13. WIlIIAM.S & C \1.\ Hn. silpm 1101" 100, at IS-Ill: Project lor Attorney R,,(cntioll. The 
Hu,iness Case. hl1p://\Vw\~.rardc.org/LawFirll1lBllsine,,,_Case.htl1l (Ias( visited Sep!. 2-1. 2007L 
1.\4. Id at JSI--S6. PAR has crcoateu an "attrilion cost worbheet" 10 help finns eSlimale Iheir 
allrition·n:lated COSh. !d. 
US. Cynlhia Fuchs Epslein. Roherl Saute, Bonn1c Oglcnsky & Manha Gever. (Jlm,1 Cdlill~ 
1111£1 Opell Doo}',; ],}'Olilell ',\ At/wi/colIl'lII ill the Legal I'm/i'.lIioli. 6-1 FORDfL\ \1 1.. RI'V. 291. -11-1 
(19'))). 
136. Cunningham. supra note 10-1. at 970. 
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D. The Myth that Firms Lose Money on Part-Time Workers 
Given the exceedingly high business costs of maintaining the current 
model of legal practice, it is also useful to debunk the myth that law firms 
lose money on part-time attorneys. This myth is perpetuated by current con-
ventions for calculating overhead that rest on inaccurate assumptions. As 
Alison Hooker of Ernst & Young explained, "Often times it is the internal 
accounting practices that ensure that part-time employment will be 
infeasible." 138 
Most law firms operate on a billable hour basis, using a cash flow 
accounting system that renders costs invisible by focusing largely on in-
coming cash. When it comes to attrition, costs can be astronomical and yet 
still be dismissed as "the cost of doing business." By its very definition, the 
billable-hours system is illogical. It systematically rewards inefficiency be-
cause the more hours you bill, the more you get paid. While the billable-
hours system is flawed, it is not likely to be abandoned any time soon given 
that it is the only form of accounting and management law firms know. 
There is room for improvement in the work conditions at law firms 
even within the current billable-hours structure. One improvement is for 
firms to recognize and embrace the fact that reduced-hours schedules can be 
profitable for law firms due to large attrition-related savings and little re-
duction of profit to the firm. James Sandman, the current President of the 
District of Columbia Bar's Board of Governors and the former managing 
partner of Arnold & Porter LLP, calculated the numbers and found that a 
part-time attorney working on an eighty percent schedule costs a firm about 
an additional $11,000 a year as compared to a full-time attorney: $10,000 in 
rent and $1,000 in malpractice insuranceY9 Using standard industry esti-
mates, however, the average part-time lawyer at a law firm will generate 
$425,000 in revenues and $225,000 in costs-which leaves the law firm 
with a hefty $200,000 profit 140 Thus, the idea that law firms lose money on 
part-time attorneys is entirely false. They may bring in slightly less revenue, 
yet the revenues they bring in still far exceed their costs. When law firms 
use a cash flow system of accounting, whereby they just look at business 
generation and cash flow, they neglect to factor in the tremendous costs in 
attrition and lost business that ultimately affect their bottom line. 
138. WILLIAMS & CALVERT, supra note 100, at 47. 
139. James Sandman, The Business Case for Effective Part-Time Programs, 88 WOMEN LAW-
YERS 1. 16, 16-18 (2003). 
140. These numbers assume that the associate is in a large firm working eighty percent time, 
paid $100,000 in salary and an additional $40,000 in benefits, and incurs expenses of $40,000 in 
rent, $4,000 in malpractice insurance, $30,000 in proportional support staff costs, and $11,000 in 
utilities, office supplies, subscriptions, and equipment. 
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E. Work-L((e Balance as a Risk Management Issue 
Finally. another major factor in the business case for work-family bal-
ance is the potential liability Imv firms face from discrimination lawsuits 
filed against them by their employees alleging family responsibilities dis-
crimination (FRO). To date. the Center for Work Life LU\v has identified 
1.150 lawsuits filed since the 1970s that allege discrimination based on em-
ployees' family responsibilities and seventeen different legal theories for 
those suits under existing state and federal law (for example, Title VII, the 
FMLA, the AOA, ERISA, and state equivalents). This number includes 
thirty-three cases filed by employees against law firms and other legal em-
ployers in just the past fifteen years.l~ I A 2005 study of over six hundred 
FRO cases documented a nearly four hundred percent increase in the num-
ber of FRO lawsuits filed in the past decade as compared to the previous ten 
years, as well as a significantly higher success rate for FRO cases than 
employment di'icrimination cases overall (fifty percent versus twenty per-
cent). 112 The success of plaintiffs in FRO cases may be because FRO cases 
are litigated as "family vallle~" cases, which have broad political appeal to 
judges and juries. When a plaintiff wins, the employer's liability can be 
hefty. Among the cases the Center has tracked, over seventy-five cases have 
yielded verdicts or settlements of over $100,000,1.+1 with the largest individ-
ual recovery at $1 1.65 million 1.+.+ and the largest class recovery at $49 
million. 1-15 
VI. CONCLUSION 
Many people become lawyers because they view it as a profession 
within which they can do well and do good-that i:" they can slIstain a 
professional- or managerial-class life while helping people by protecting 
people's rights or helping companies follow the law. The problem with the 
practice of law today, however, is that the rapid escalation of time norms 
and work devotion (true of all elite American jobs, not just lawyers) has 
made such a standard of living come with a major cost: a near total absence 
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of work-life balance. While most women law partners ultimately do have 
children, less than one-fifth of all law firm partners are women. 146 
The politics of time involves two distinct languages: the language of 
values and the language of economics. Regardless of which language is 
used, both argue for restructuring the workplace-particularly the excessive 
hours and work devotion expected at law firms-to make it possible to live 
up to ideals of work and family life. To achieve this, the norm of work 
devotion must be replaced with a model of balanced lives that allows for 
people to be both excellent workers and excellent parents or family mem-
bers by allowing time for work, family, and community and spiritual life. 
146. See O'Brien. supra note 72. at 1. 
